Appendix J
Road Sections
NOTES:
- The change of the alignments of the Tenox Village Entrance Road and McCollister Drive from the alignments originally approved in the Resort Master Plan to where the roads are now located was made at the request of Tenox Village Association Inc., Tenox Village, and El Dorado County. These alignment changes were not requested by the applicants. This plan shows the north-south segment of the Tenox Village Entrance Road in its approved final alignment (west of its current temporary alignment). The current alignment of McCollister Drive is not expected to change. However, the alignment of McCollister Drive through parcels in the Village Core is significantly reducing the developable acreage as defined in the original Resort Master Plan. The relocation of development and corresponding modification of developed limitations will be reviewed during Resort Plan processes for existing acres of the Village Core.
These proposed roadway sections are considered conceptual only and shall be modified, if necessary, to conform to Teton County Roadway Standards that exist at the time of receipt of application for appropriate permits from the County to construct each roadway.
SECTION C1-C1
PEDESTRIAN CORE

These proposed roadway sections are considered conceptual only and shall be modified, if necessary, to conform to Teton County Roadway Standards that exist at the time of receipt of application for appropriate permits from the County to construct each roadway.
These proposed roadway sections are considered conceptual only and shall be modified, if necessary, to conform to Teton County Roadway Standards that exist at the time of receipt of application for appropriate permits from the County to construct each roadway.
These proposed roadway sections are considered conceptual only and shall be modified, if necessary, to conform to Telan County Roadway Standards. Any plans for the roadway shall be submitted for approval to the County. This Plan is intended for planning purposes only and is not legal or regulatory in nature.
SECTION G-G
SARATOGA ROAD

These proposed roadway sections are considered conceptual only and shall be modified, if necessary, to conform to Teton County Roadway Standards that exist at the time of receipt of application for appropriate permits from the County to construct each roadway.